
The professional headshot -- once an optional tool of the trade -- is now an essential component of agent 
marketing in today’s world. However, we still regularly see agents with outdated/poorly shot/unprofessional 

headshots, or worse - none at all.

A properly done headshot will showcase you as professional, confi dent, 
and ready to assist with customer’s needs.

At our awards events in March, Gini Haines Photography 
will be available to take your new professional headshot 

for just $25!*

*Cash or check only. You will receive a high-resolution digital image on a white background suitable for web or print. 
(White backgrounds allow the image to be easily transferred onto the background of your choice as demonstrated below.)

Team shoots are available as well. Additional information will be sent prior to the events.

Your headshot is your BRAND.



Dress for Success

Know your target audience and dress accordingly. Think of what you would wear to the first meeting with your 
dream client. You’d dress formally, but depending on where you work,“formal” can mean very different things. 

Avoid busy patterns and excessive jewelry

Busy patterns and jewelry will distract attention away from your face. You want people to remember you for 
how trustworthy, competent and confident you look, not your great taste in paisley scarves or loud ties. If you 
do go with patterns, make sure they’re subtle, and remember to pair them with solid colors.

Use Color strategically

Both men and women should avoid wearing black, as many people associate black with funerals or evening 
wear. Instead go with Navy Blue, Grey, or Charcoal as they are considered universally professional. Men should 
use the color of their ties to help reinforce their personal brand.

Make sure your clothes fit properly

That baggy three button blazer may be comfortable, but it hasn’t been in style for decades. A well-fitting suit 
jacket should be snug but not restrict movement, and men, always remember to match the width of your tie to 
the width of your lapels.

Wear Makeup (but not too much)

According to a study from Proctor and Gamble, makeup increases people’s perception of a woman’s likability, 
trustworthiness, and competence. Smartly applied makeup can also help men look better in pictures. Don’t 
overdo it though; according to the study, people who wore “glam” makeup weren’t seen as trustworthy, and 
makeup should never be noticeable on men.

Take a Trip to the Salon or Barbershop

Marie Papp, a professional photographer in New Jersey, recommends women have their hair and makeup 
professionally done before the shoot: She also recommends planning your hairstyle and makeup along with 
your outfit a few days in advance, and to stick with a style you know works instead of experimenting with a 
new look. Men should visit their barber to tidy up their hair, and make sure facial hair is neat and trimmed. 
Remember to keep it simple. A dramatic change in hairstyle can make you feel less confident.
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